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Abstract
In some languages exhibiting syllable-initial consonant clusters (C1C2V), 
the offset (C2) may only consist of a liquid. In other languages, C2 is always 
a glide. In all languages of these two types, at least some of the anchors 
(C1) are obstruents. Clements’ (1990, 1992) model of sonority dispersion 
claims that liquids are the least marked type of offset. In opposition to this, 
proposals for minimum sonority distance favor glide offsets. These include 
classical parametric models such as Steriade (1982), Selkirk (1984), and 
Levin (1985), as well as OT accounts (Baertsch 2002, Zec 2007, etc.). These 
two general approaches, then, make contradictory claims, yet both of them 
have some empirical support. These facts point to a harmonic contradiction 
in terms of the universally unmarked onset cluster:

OL  ≻  OG   vs.   OG  ≻  OL   (where O = obstruent, L = liquid, and G = glide)

The sonority dispersion model has been successfully applied to the analysis 
of several attested languages (Al-Ahmadi Al-Harbi 2002, Carlisle 2006, 
Christman 1992). Nevertheless, there are many other reported languages 
in which offsets are always glides (Parker 2012), suggesting that minimum 
distance constraints are also on the right track. This raises a crucial question: 
which approach is correct? To my knowledge, no extant approach to 
phonotactics can adequately deal with the full range of cross-linguistic facts. 
This is because most formal models start from the basic assumptions of either 
the sonority dispersion or the sonority distance theory, whose predictions 
are in part mutually exclusive. The goal of this paper is to explore three 
related questions: (1) Does the majority of the empirical evidence indicate 
a cross-linguistic preference for either liquid or glide offsets overall, and if 
so, which one? (2) Why should this be the case? And (3) what is the best 
way to model this formally in a unified and principled approach that can 
systematically generate both types of languages (CG-only and CL-only)?

This problem highlights a major weakness with Clements’ (1990) 
argumentation: the extreme paucity of empirical facts supporting his 
theoretical claims about the relative markedness of certain cluster types. 
While several of the predictions of his dispersion rankings are clearly true, 
some of them are dubious, and certain others simply appear to be wrong. 
For example, although his formula ranks ONV as less marked than NGV, 
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I have identified 96 languages containing NG onsets (most without ON) 
but only 39 allowing ON. What is needed to help resolve this lacuna is 
an examination of hundreds of languages containing complex onsets. The 
preliminary results I have compiled from over 570 languages converge in 
indicating that glides rather than liquids are the unmarked offset consonants 
universally, contra Clements.

Based on this typological survey of onset cluster inventories, I conclude 
that constraints on minimum distance between C1 and C2 ultimately explain 
the facts most elegantly, and with greatest empirical coverage. In order to 
account for all language types I am aware of, I posit a family of Minimum 
Distance to Offset (MDO) constraints, building on the glide and liquid 
continua of Parker (2012):

GG   →   LG   →   NG   →   OG [Glide Offset Continuum]

(the presence of GG onset clusters in a particular language implies LG, but 
not vice-versa)

LL   →   NL   →   OL   [Liquid Offset Continuum]

Keywords: sonority, distance, dispersion, typology, clusters, glides, liquids

1. Introduction and background to the problem

In some languages allowing onset clusters (σ[C1C2V...]), C2 is always a liquid. 
I call these CL-only or liquid offset languages.1 In other languages, C2 can 
only be a glide: CG-only or glide offset languages. All such languages permit 
at least obstruents to be anchors (C1). This leads to a harmonic contradiction 
in terms of the universally unmarked onset cluster type:

(1) OL  ≻  OG   vs.   OG  ≻  OL

Historically there have been two main formal approaches to onset 
phonotactics within the generative tradition: sonority dispersion favors OL 
(Clements 1990, 1992), while minimum distance favors OG (Steriade 1982, 
Selkirk 1984, Levin 1985, Zec 2007). These two approaches, then, make 
contradictory claims, yet both have some empirical support. The sonority 
dispersion model has been successfully applied to several attested languages 
where OL is preferred (Al-Ahmadi Al-Harbi 2002). It is also confirmed by 
studies of L1 acquisition (Bat-El 2012), interlanguage (Carlisle 2006), and 
disordered speech (Christman 1992). Nevertheless, there are many other 
reported languages in which offsets are always glides (Parker 2012). In 
1 Precedents for calling C2 the offset are Nakagawa (2006) and Miller (2011).
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other words, both models (dispersion and minimum distance) are partially 
right, and partially wrong. This raises a crucial question: which approach 
is correct, or best? This is important because very few extant approach to 
phonotactics are designed to deal with this full range of cross-linguistic 
facts. This is because most formal models start from the basic assumptions 
of either one theory or the other, whose predictions are in part mutually 
exclusive.

The goal of this paper is to explore three related questions:

•	 Does the majority of the empirical evidence indicate a cross-linguistic 
preference for either liquid or glide offsets overall, and if so, which 
one?

•	 Why should this be the case?
•	 What is the best way to model this formally in a unified and principled 

approach that can systematically generate both types of languages 
(CG-only and CL-only)?

2. Organization of the paper

In the remainder of this article I make and defend the following claims:

•	 Clements’ (1990) Sonority Dispersion Principle (SDP) makes many 
correct predictions.

•	 Nevertheless, some of its posited rankings lack typological support, and 
are wrong.

•	 A major problem with this proposal is the extreme paucity of empirical 
evidence he offers in support of the relative markedness of certain onset 
types.

•	 For example, the SDP approach cannot handle the many attested glide 
offset only languages.

•	 The latter are best modeled with some type of minimum distance 
constraints.

•	 But the latter cannot easily handle the many attested liquid offset only 
languages.

My main proposals consist of the following:

•	 What is needed to help resolve this lacuna is, first, an examination of 
hundreds of languages containing complex onsets, in order to better 
document the typological facts.

•	 The results I have tabulated converge in indicating that glides rather 
than liquids are the unmarked offset consonants universally, contra 
Clements.
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•	 Minimum distance constraints are basically correct, and will produce 
CG languages.

•	 But they must be modified in order to account for apparent sonority 
dispersion effects (CL languages).

•	 What we need is a unified account that can systematically generate both 
CL and CG languages simultaneously.

•	 I introduce the Minimum Distance to Offset (MDO) model, building 
on Parker (2012):

glide offset continuum (asymmetrical typological entailments): 
GG   →   LG   →   NG   →   OG

(The presence of GG onset clusters in a particular language implies LG, 
but not vice-versa.)

3. The Sonority Dispersion Principle (Clements 1990, 1992)

In this section I briefly review the key assumptions of the SDP model that 
are relevant to this paper, specifically those involving onset clusters:

•	 Demisyllables (CCV initial, VCC final) rather than onset and coda 
directly.

•	 It only applies to demisyllables that satisfy the Sonority Sequencing 
Principle (SSP).

•	 Its rankings hold deep in the lexical phonology, not necessarily of 
surface forms.

(2) Modal sonority scale (Clements 1990, Kenstowicz 1994, Smolensky 
1995):

vowels > glides > liquids > nasals > obstruents
5 4 3 2 1

A dispersion formula borrowed from physics:

(3) Sonority Dispersion Principle
   

where d = distance between the sonority indices of each pair of segments
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m = number of pairs of segments (including nonadjacent ones), 
where

m = n (n – 1) / 2, and where n = number of segments

Clements (1990:304) paraphrases (3) as follows: “D ... varies according 
to the sum of the inverse of the squared values of the sonority distances 
between the members of each pair of segments within” a demisyllable. D, 
then, is the reciprocal of dispersion. In this approach the ideal (unmarked) 
initial demisyllable minimizes D:

(4) Sonority Dispersion values of D for initial CCV demisyllables (based 
on (3)), where C = complexity ranking

(C)
OLV = 0.56 1 most natural (unmarked)
OGV = 1.17 2
ONV = 1.17 2
NGV = 1.36 3
NLV = 1.36 3
LGV = 2.25 4 least natural (marked)

(rank)

Two onset cluster types are especially preferred; I propose the following 
technical names for them (see also Parker 2012): OL = equal distance 
(isodiastatic) cluster; OG = maximal distance (pleistodiastatic) cluster.2

(5) Clements’ claimed rankings / predictions from (4):

OL > OG (OG cannot exist in a specific language unless OL does
OL > ON also) etc. 
OL > NG
OL > NL
OL > LG
OG = ON
OG > NG
OG > NL
OG > LG
ON > NG
ON > NL
ON > LG

2 Thanks to Don Lateiner (p.c.) for helping me come up with these Greek terms.
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NG = NL
NG > LG
NL > LG

However, a crucial question one might ask here is, what empirical facts are 
provided to confirm these claims? This is important since the theoretical 
underpinnings of the SDP have been widely followed, sometimes without 
critical scrutiny. Clements’ (1990) sole evidence for the above rankings is 
that in French, OLV is the only type of initial demisyllable allowed in the 
lexicon (drap ‘sheet’), although OGV, NGV, and LGV also occur in surface 
forms, being derived by glide formation (dieu ‘god’, nuage ‘cloud’, etc.). 
There is also an analogous claim for Spanish in Clements (1992): OLV is the 
only underlying type. That’s all!

Before proceeding, I point out a few (unrelated) quibbles with this 
approach in general:

•	 The onset vs. rhyme split is more widely accepted among phonologists 
than the demisyllable approach.

•	 OT’s emphasis on surface constraints only, due to Richness of the Base.
•	 Sonority patterns in onsets seem to be more frequently studied and 

regular than those in codas.
•	 There is strong evidence for more than five sonority ranks in at least 

some languages, motivating splits among the classes obstruent, liquid, 
and vowel (Parker 2002).

But even starting with the same assumptions, the SDP has some serious 
flaws.

4. Glide offset only (CG) languages

These raise the difficult problem of interpretation, where there are three 
main possible representations, depending on the status of the glide:

(a) true offset cluster:             C1C2V    [kwa]
(b) in the nucleus (diphthong):            C1VV     [ku͡a]
(c) secondary articulation (palatalization/labialization):     C1V        [kwa]
  
The first two of these would be considered CGV demisyllables, while the 
last would be CV. Nevertheless, in the discussion here I focus primarily on 
clusters analyzed as (a). See also §10 below. This problem is often avoided 
due to the difficulties: Kreitman 2006, Zec 2007 (p.c.), Davis and Baertsch 
(2011). However, I show here that there is strong evidence for exclusively 
glide offsets in at least some languages (cf. Parker 2012).
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Phonetic evidence can often make a difference. For example, Cleghorn 
and Rugg (2011:359) note that “[l]abialization affects the sound quality 
of the primary consonant, while in an approximant, more of the labialized 
sound comes after the consonant.” This suggests that there is a measurable 
difference in duration between [CwV] and [CwV]. To illustrate, Russian has 
a contrast between [pjot] ‘drink (3singular)’ vs. [pjotr] ‘Peter’ (Pritchard 
2012). This implies a structural difference between the two sequences that 
leads to a consistent distinction in phonetic cues so the listener can reliably 
perceive the contrast. Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:364) indicate what 
this correlates with acoustically: in [pj] the falling F2 begins immediately 
on release, but with [pj] there is a brief steady state before beginning the F2 
transition. We might speculate that in languages without this kind of contrast 
(the majority of those in the world), speakers are free to be less precise, 
leading to greater ambiguity in interpretation and analysis.

Before continuing, I head off a possible objection in support of the SDP: 
glides do not contrast with high vowels in most languages, but rather are 
in complementary distribution with them, occurring in syllable margins 
vs. nuclei, respectively. Therefore, since the dispersion rankings hold only 
in URs, not on the surface, the existence of glide offset languages is not 
a serious dilemma after all. In response, there are two problems with this 
potential counter-argument:

•	 In some languages glides and vowels do contrast, so both must be 
present underlyingly (Levi 2011).

•	 Furthermore, many of the SDP rankings do in fact involve glide 
offsets (from (5) above):

OGV   >   NLV,     OGV   =   ONV,     NGV   =   NLV

Consequently, if glides are usually derived from high vowels, how can OGV 
outrank NLV? This again highlights the crucial question raised in §3: where 
is the evidence by which Clements (1990) adduces that OGV is less marked 
that NLV in the first place?

I now sketch one of the strongest and most compelling cases of a true CG 
only system that I have encountered to date. Shilluk (ISO shk) is a Nilo-
Saharan language of Sudan spoken by about 175,000 persons (Gilley 1992, 
Remijsen et al. 2011). Its 19 consonant phonemes (including /j/ and /w/) 
combine to form 31 different CG clusters:
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Table 1: Potential onset clusters in Shilluk

p t̪ t c k b d d̪ ɟ ɡ m n̪ n ɲ ŋ l ɾ j w
j ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü

w ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü

There are just a few gaps among the theoretically possible combinations in 
Table 1. Gilley (1992) explains these as follows:

*/nj/   probably merged with /ɲ/ historically
*/n̪j/ and */n̪w/  probably accidental (/n̪/ is rare to begin with)
*/jj/ and */ww/ these are independently ruled out (no initial geminates)
*/ɾw/ and */wj/ these are probably the only two systematic (real) gaps

The attested clusters above are now arranged according to the relative 
sonority of the anchor consonant, from lowest to highest:

OG:  pj  t̪j  tj  cj  kj  bj  d̪j  dj  ɟj  ɡj  pw  t̪w  tw  cw  kw  bw  d ̪w  dw  ɟw  
ɡw  (20 types)
NG:  mj  ɲj  ŋj  mw  nw  ɲw  ŋw  (7 types)
LG:  lj  ɾj  lw  (3 types)
GG:  jw  (1 type)

The glide plateau is not a marginal cluster; here are two examples:3

 
(6) [jwɔt̀] ‘flying termites’,     [jwét̪] ‘defile (agentive deverbal noun)’

Gilley’s (1992) arguments for a cluster interpretation of these sequences, 
rather than the alternatives, include the following:

•	 Economy (the result is just one new syllable pattern vs. 31 new segmental 
phonemes). See the Cluster-to-Segment Ratio of Parker (2012).

•	 CGV patterns differently from rising sonority diphthongs.
•	 There are no clear (unambiguous) vowel sequences.
•	 Both glide offsets (/Cw/ and /Cj/) can be followed by front and back 

vowels.

Remijsen et al. (2011) concur with this interpretation, but give no evidence. 
Nevertheless, another argument (in related works) comes from tonal 
alignment: Shilluk has a contrast between L and HL. A falling f0 pattern that 
takes place during the onset yields a low tone percept, but a falling pitch 
3 Heasty’s (1937) dictionary lists at least 16 root morphemes beginning with /jw/, so this 
sequence appears to be a fully productive, canonical cluster. 
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wholly within the nucleus sounds like a true fall. In [CGV] sequences the 
early alignment of the fall in conjunction with the glides indicates that the 
latter are part of the onset rather than diphthongs, just as in Dinka (Remijsen 
and Manyang 2009, Remijsen and Ayoker 2014).

Here are two other arguments for glide offset languages in general (not 
necessarily in Shilluk) from Odden (to appear). First, synchronic processes 
of devocalization that produce derived bisegmental sequences favor the 
cluster interpretation. For example, Ipulo (Niger-Congo, Cameroon, ass) 
also has OG, NG, LG, GG, and no others (Tuinstra 2015).

(7) /ɔ-mì-a/   →   [ɔ́.mjâ]      ‘He was swallowing.’   [‘3singular.swallow.
durative’]

Analyzing this phonetic sequence [mj] as palatalization is more complicated 
since it would involve an additional step in the derivation (coalescence). 
Demorafication, on the other hand, is independently observed to occur 
in many such languages, that is, even when the input high vowel is not 
preceded by a potential anchor consonant.

Second, treating glide offsets as secondary articulations is not possible when 
both occur sequentially, as in Kerewe:

(8) (a) /endosjo/ ‘spoon’   →   [endosjw íísátu] ‘three spoons’
(b) /ekízwí/ ‘knee’   →

[ekizwj éétʃo]   (intermediate form after glide formation)   →
[ekizw éétʃo] ‘that knee’   (actual surface form after [j] deletes)

Odden’s point is that the behavior of [Cjw] in (8a) contrasts with that of 
potential [Cwj] in (8b).

A somewhat analogous situation is observed in another African language:

(9) Maximal syllable template for Luanyjang Dinka (Remijsen and 
Manyang 2009):

[C (w) (j) V (V) (V) C]          as in the form [kwjὲεl]   ‘eyetooth.plural’

Here the [wj] combination is phonologically ordered, so it could not easily be 
represented together on a single segmental anchor. Furthermore, analyzing 
the glides as part of a diphthong is unappealing due to the independent 
trimoraic nucleus. Finally, tonal alignment patterns (f0 traces) confirm that 
prevocalic [w] and [j] are in the onset. Consequently, [kwj] must be a true 
triconsonantal cluster.
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5. Typology of onset clusters

Resources and databases I have consulted:

World Phonotactics Database (ANU): 3798 languages
World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS): 2679 languages
Lyon-Albuquerque Phonological Systems Databases (LAPSyD): 623 
languages
Reading Syllable Database (Fudge and Shockey 1998): 191 languages
Parker (2012): 122 languages
Greenberg (1978): 104 languages
Syllable Typology (SyllTyp): 67 languages
Kreitman (2006): 58 languages

The following caveats should be noted:

•	 Most of these samples are not necessarily balanced areally or 
genetically, although this can be controlled for.

•	 The data are not always complete, nor fully coded.
•	 The references are not always included, much less easily accessible.
•	 A potential extraprosodic analysis of exceptional clusters is often 

ignored (Goad 2011), such as the appendix approach motivated 
strongly by Vaux and Wolfe (2009). Given the results of kinematic 
studies such as Hermes et al. (2013) and Shaw et al. (2011), it is a 
major methodological mistake to simply assume that sequences such 
as, e.g. #sC, are parsed tautosyllabically.

Some relevant results from ANU:

In answer to the query “Onset second C is preferentially a glide?” vs. “Onset 
second C is preferentially a liquid?”, my search returned the following 
values. (A problem, however, is that these features are not explicitly defined 
in the documentation, and some languages in fact are coded positive for 
both.)

total number of languages with glide offsets: 489 cases
total number of languages with liquid offsets: 346
CG only: 259 languages (43%)
CL only: 112 languages (19%)
both CG and CL: 230 languages (38%)

Unfortunately, relevant data are not provided for all languages in that 
sample. This is presumably a major reason for some of the totals not adding 
up correctly. Also, some languages are reported to lack glides entirely (about 
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8%) and/or liquids (about 4%). This is a (minor) confound since the absence 
of CL clusters could be explained by an independent constraint against 
phonemic liquids altogether in those inventories.

Figure 1

Results from LAPSyD:

total number of languages with glide offsets: 89 cases
total number of languages with liquid offsets: 65
CG only: 58 languages
CL only: 34 languages

6. The Onset Cluster Database project

My current sample contains 1204 languages reported to have onset clusters 
by at least one source, but my data are not yet complete. To date I have 
only had time to scrutinize about one-half of these (± 575) in some detail. 
Furthermore, my database is compiled in part from the resources listed 
above, so it is not completely independent of those samples. At the moment 
it tabulates combinations of onset clusters only, not codas. Currently it 
indicates the attested cluster types only in terms of the four main sonority 
classes O, N, L, and G, not specific tokens of these categories. In this paper I 
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mostly ignore languages with reversed sonority clusters such as LO, as well 
as triconsonantal clusters (CCCV). My results so far yield the following 
relative proportions of language types:

CG only: 334 languages (58%)
CL only: 146 languages (25%)
both: 93 languages (16%)

Figure 2

(10) Relative frequency of clusters types among my sample of languages:

OG > OL > NG > LG > NL > ON > GG > LL
number of languages 129 111 95 69 47 40 15 8
sonority distance 3 2 2 1 1 1 0 0

Two numerical trends are apparent in the patterns above:

•	 Cluster types involving a greater sonority distance are more common 
than those with a smaller SD.4

•	 When the SD is equal, the offset sonority is what appears to matters:

4 Spearman’s ρ for the correlation in (10) = 0.964, p < 0.001.
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SD = 1:   LG   >   NL   >   ON
SD = 0:   GG   >   LL

but
SD = 2:   OL   >   NG

Total CG = 308 (65%)
Total CL = 166 (35%)

Table 2: Attested language types in my sample, in terms of exhaustive 
combinations of onset clusters (see Appendix 1 for specific examples)5

OG NG LG GG OL NL LL ON NN OO classical MSD SDP
1. ü 3

2. ü 1

3. ü

4. ü

5. ü ü

6. ü ü 2

7. ü ü

8. ü ü 2

9. ü ü

10. ü ü ü

11. ü ü ü 2

12. ü ü ü

13. ü ü ü 2

14. ü ü ü

15. ü ü ü

16. ü ü ü

17. ü ü ü ü

18. ü ü ü ü

19. ü ü ü ü

20. ü ü ü ü 3

21. ü ü ü ü

22. ü ü ü ü

23. ü ü ü ü

24. ü ü ü ü ü

5 The numerical values listed here for the SDP correspond to the maximal complexity ranking 
(C) taken from (4). See Table 17.1 on p. 305 of Clements (1990).
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25. ü ü ü ü ü

26. ü ü ü ü ü

27. ü ü ü ü ü ü

28. ü ü ü ü ü ü 1 4

29. ü ü ü ü ü ü

30. ü ü ü ü ü ü

31. ü ü ü ü ü ü

32. ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü 4+

As Table 2 shows, the SDP massively undergenerates the full typology of 
attested languages. So do classical minimum sonority distance settings, as 
well as most OT implementations of these, such as Zec (2007). Therefore, 
in order to account for (produce) all of the language types documented 
here, I propose the following partially new approach:

Table 3: The Minimum Distance to Offset (MDO) model

3 2 1 0 (sonority distance)

glide offset 
continuum OG ≻ NG ≻ LG ≻ GG

liquid offset 
continuum OL ≻ NL ≻ LL

nasal offset 
continuum ON ≻ NN

obstruent offset 
continuum OO

Three significant generalizations and claims can be highlighted with 
respect to Table 3:

•	 The set of permissible two segment onset clusters in any given 
language can be formed by combining a continuous group of one 
or more members of decreasing sonority distance from any of these 
offset continua.

Nevertheless,
•	 The relative markedness of a cluster increases as the sonority distance 

decreases (left to right). This is expected.
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•	 Also, the markedness of a cluster increases as the relative sonority of 
its offset decreases (top to bottom). This may be a novel finding.

The upshot of all of these facts is that we can now conclude with some 
confidence that OG is universally more harmonic than OL, all else being 
equal. Nevertheless, OL has two compensating advantages: liquids are 
usually coronals, while glides are not, and coronals are inherently less 
marked universally, on independent grounds. Some languages allow only 
one contrastive Place of Articulation per cluster, and this is often coronal (Yip 
1991). Hypothetically, we might posit a series of place markedness hierarchy 
constraints subcategorized for C2: *Offset(Dorsal)  »  *Offset(Coronal). 
However, while this could work for CG or CL only cases, some languages 
have both. A second factor is that while OG maximizes the distinction 
between the anchor and the offset, the glide clashes with the following 
vowel, being too perceptually similar to it. OLV is a midway compromise 
between the surrounding segments (Parker 2012). Recall the equal distance 
cluster terminology in §3 above.

An accidental gap in Table 2 is that no language contains all and only OL, 
NL, LL (a complete liquid offset continuum). But a few examples of liquid 
plateaus do exist in my data if we include reversed clusters as well: East 
Makian (Austronesian, Indonesia, mky) has these three clusters plus 11 
others. The reason that LL is so rare is probably because liquids are usually 
coronals, so an anti-homorganicity constraint such as OCP(Place) could 
account for this gap.6

7. How to account for these facts?

The stringency approach popularized by de Lacy (2004, 2006) for sonority-
based stress attraction provides an elegant OT system for formalizing the 
generalizations summarized in Table 3 above. In his proposal, constraints 
can be freely ranked (permuted). I posit the following families of markedness 
constraints which target increasingly more inclusive combinations of onset 
clusters, grouped according to the offset consonant:

(11) *{GG},  *{GG,LG},  *{GG,LG,NG},  *{GG,LG,NG,OG}       [the glide offset continuum]
*{LL},   *{LL,NL},   *{LL,NL,OL}                [the liquid offset continuum]
*{NN},  *{NN,ON}    etc.
*{OO}

In order for this approach to function successfully, there crucially could not 
be any faithfulness constraints such as Max[Liquid]. Otherwise, in terms of 
repairing hypothetical input clusters supplied by Richness of the Base, the 
6 Thanks to Draga Zec for pointing this out to me at the CUNY conference on sonority in 
January 2016.
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following ranking could produce a pathological language with LG but not 
*NG (see §9 below):

(12) Max[Liquid]   »   *{GG,LG,NG}   »   Max

However, if we assume only a generic version of Max (without Max[Liquid]), 
that should work fine. In a full and explicit account we would also need 
to address similar concerns with Ident(feature) constraints in order to 
adequately regulate potential repairs involving other kinds of segmental 
neutralizations (or insertion and deletion).

8. Possible alternative accounts

8.1 The split margin approach of Baertsch (2002 et seq.)

Building on Prince and Smolensky’s (1993) peak and margin constraint 
families, she posits two fixed scales governing the anchor consonant (M1) 
and the offset (M2):

7

(13) M1 hierarchy:   *M1/V   »   *M1/G   »   *M1/L   »   *M1/N   »   *M1/O
M2 hierarchy:   *M2/O   »   *M2/N   »   *M2/L   »   *M2/G   »   *M2/V

These are combined by local conjunction to rule out specific onset cluster 
types as a threshold effect when crucially ranked above antagonistic 
faithfulness constraints. For example, [*M1/L & *M2/G] targets *LG onsets, 
etc. A highlight of this model is that it can generate all of the attested 
language types from my sample, as listed in Table 2 above. It also formally 
equates the offset consonant (M2) with a singleton coda in syllables of the 
type [CCVC], capturing the fact that their sonority profiles tend to be the 
same (higher sonority segments are preferred): [M1M2VM2]. This move 
makes two interesting theoretical predictions. First, there could be an 
identity condition on offset consonants and codas in a particular language. 
For example, Wendel (1993) reports that in Hanga Hundi (Sepik, Papua 
New Guinea, wos), if a syllable has the shape [C1C2VC3], both C2 and C3 
must be sonorants. For example, [ɡa.lok] ‘rat’ is acceptable, but *[blek] is 
not. However, few data are actually provided in that thesis, so it is not clear 
how robust this pattern is. Second, the existence of offset consonants in a 
particular language implies the existence of codas, so no language could 
have a maximal syllable of just [CCV]. Davis and Baertsch (2011) pursue a 
strong version of this hypothesis in which reported counterexamples either 
do have marginal codas (such as in loanwords), or involve glide offsets and 
thus may not be true complex onsets.
7 Baertsch (2002) actually uses a somewhat different sonority scale. I have adapted hers to be 
consistent with the one assumed here, from (2) above, for the sake of illustration only.
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Nevertheless, the ANU database contains a variable “CCV language” that 
yields 64 hits. These possible exceptions to the predictions of the split margin 
approach can be further categorized as follows, for our purposes here:

CG only: 35 languages
CL only: 3
both: 7
neither: 14

n.b.: These totals do not add up to 64, presumably due to incomplete 
coding of the data.

Among these languages, Dadibi (listed in the appendix) has OG clusters 
only, with some evidence that this is a true onset sequence. But the data 
provided by that source are limited as well, with no mention of loans, so it 
may be difficult to prove that this is a valid case to refute the claims of Davis 
and Baertsch (2011).

8.2 Non-formal alternatives: a perceptual / functional / historical 
explanation

The four offset continua in Table 3 share a common pattern — the unmarked 
(leftmost) clusters all begin with an obstruent anchor. A universal preference 
for obstruents in onset position is strongly and independently documented. 
Given this, the unmarked offset consonant is one which maximizes the 
perceptual distinction between it and the anchor (viz., a glide). This increases 
the likelihood that such clusters will be faithfully preserved (or created) and 
therefore transmitted diachronically (Blevins 2004, 2009).

For example, Juliette (p.c.) comments, “My own notes on Australian 
Aboriginal languages suggest common syncope in word-initial stressed 
syllables of the type /ku.wV…/ resulting in surface [kw] clusters, but no 
such process when the second consonant is a liquid. Could something like 
this contribute to the preference of CG over CR cross-linguistically?”

Here are some relevant cases noted in Parker (2012):

•	 In Lubuagan Kalinga, phonetic [CGV] is analyzed phonemically as /
CVGV/.

•	 Mono has CG, but also a marginal CLV sequence that optionally 
alternates with CVLV.

•	 Isaka and Kobon have CL without CG, but CL is often separated by an 
intrusive schwa.

•	 Kemtuik is CL only, but /CuV/ can result in a contrastive [CwV].
•	 Native Pacoh vocabulary is CL only, but numerous loanwords have 

introduced CG.
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Do CL clusters ever “arise” in CG or CV languages? Impressionistically this 
seems to me to be less common, but one example is Emberá-Catío (listed in 
Appendix 1). In this language the only cluster type is OL, but this fluctuates 
synchronically with OVLV in some words. Consequently, Mortensen (1999) 
analyzes this as deriving from historical syncope.

9. What can we not do with these approaches?

In the interest of restraining the power of the Minimum Distance to Offset 
model proposed above, in this section I briefly discuss the factorial typology 
of languages that could be generated with it. Ceteris paribus we predict that 
it cannot produce a system containing a combination of onsets involving any 
one or more clusters starting from the marked end of an offset continuum, 
without the less marked members (such as a language with GG only). Nor 
can it produce any combination of clusters on a continuum that skips over 
intervening members, e.g., OG and LG without *NG (see (12) above). All 
of these gaps are essentially the complement of the Minimum Distance to 
Offset model’s claims from Table 3:

Table 4: Language types predicted not to exist
1. GG (only)
2. LG
3. NG
4. GG,LG
5. GG,NG
6. GG,OG
7. LG,NG
8. LG,OG
9. GG,LG,NG

10. GG,LG,OG
11. GG,NG,OG
12. LL
13. NL
14. LL,NL
15. LL,OL
16. NN
17. any combination of {1-16}
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10. Summary of most important findings

To recap, the SDP (Clements 1990) makes many accurate predictions 
about attested languages in terms of their inventory of onset cluster types. 
Nevertheless, it lacks empirical support in other ways, and many languages 
contradict its rankings. Chief among these are glide offset only languages. 
In general these are more common statistically than CL languages in my 
database. There are still problems with interpretation and incomplete data in 
many cases, but the trends that are clear, consistently point in this direction. 
The following list reiterates the rankings posited by the SDP and compares 
them with the data I have sketched in this paper:

(14) From (5) above:

(a)   OL > NL confirmed (no counterexamples). This is from the liquid
  offset continuum.

OG > NG confirmed by the glide offset continuum
OG > LG etc.
NG > LG

(b)  OL > OG partially confirmed but partially disconfirmed
  (counterexamples)

OL > ON etc.
OL > NG
OL > LG
OG > NL
ON > NG
ON > NL
ON > LG
NL > LG

(c)  OG = ON Markedness ties are harder to falsify, but OG is much
  more common statistically in my sample than ON is.

NG = NL NG is much more common statistically than NL.

These facts confirm the need for some type of minimum distance approach 
to account for all languages, but with a crucial condition on C2 in order to 
capture the offset continua.

11. Conclusion: tasks for the future

In following up on this paper, it behooves us to fill in the gaps in the typology 
by documenting onset clusters in hundreds of additional languages. Better 
criteria for interpreting glide offset clusters would also be very providential. 
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For example, articulatory and imaging studies have examined the gestural 
coordination (timing) of complex onsets in many languages, elucidating 
their phonological status (prosodic structure): Bombien et al. (2013), 
Brunner et al. (2014), Cho et al. (2014), Gafos et al. (2014), Mooshammer 
et al. (2012). It would be helpful and relevant to focus such techniques on 
CGV sequences in particular (cf. Chitoran 2016, and previous work).

Another line to pursue would be Smith’s (2012) treatment of onsets as all 
segments occurring before the syllable head (vowel peak). This includes 
onglides in nuclear diphthongs ((b) at the beginning of §4 above). Adopting 
this definition would have the benefit of eliminating many ambiguous 
situations and perhaps increase the number of glide offset languages 
dramatically. My main hesitation in following this proposal here is that 
it might be seen as a circular move since it bolsters my conclusions, but 
without much independent support and motivation at the moment.

One might also further pursue perceptual and diachronic analyses. Many 
studies involving auditory cue robustness focus on sonority reversals, 
particularly sC clusters (Wright 2004, Henke et al. 2012). However, the 
acoustic distinction between glide vs. liquid offsets (unmarked rising 
clusters) is more subtle than sC, and should be experimentally tested in 
analogous ways.

Finally, we need to computationally confirm the full factorial typology 
using the MDO constraint system sketched in §7 above, including learning 
simulations. Only then can we be confident that it adequately account for the 
types of languages claimed here to exist, and no others.
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Appendix 1: Documentation of attested language types in my sample

The 32 numerical types in the leftmost column below correspond to those 
of Table 2. Within each of these types, languages are listed alphabetically. 
I consider those names placed inside curly braces, such as {Kiluba}, less 
than ideal exemplars of the respective types. Typical problems include onset 
clusters that are marginal, rare, or dubious; occur only in loans; are restricted 
to word-initial position only; arise only due to affixation; involve questions 
or disputes about interpretation (particularly with glides); are unstable 
(resolved by epenthesis or deletion), etc. The metadata provided here follow 
the online version of the Ethnologue in the default case. For sources of actual 
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linguistic data (cluster types attested), each corresponding Ethnologue page 
contains a link to OLAC resources. These are usually a good starting point. 
My specific bibliography list is also available by request.

cluster types 
allowed 
(exhaustive)

language 
name

phylum/stock primary 
country

ISO 
639-3

1. OG (only) Bambassi Afro-Asiatic Ethiopia myf
OG Dadibi Trans-New 

Guinea
Papua New 
Guinea

mps

OG Zoque Mixe-Zoquean Mexico zoh
2. OL Eastern Kayah 

Li
Sino-Tibetan Myanmar eky

OL Emberá-Catío Chocoan Colombia cto
OL Helambu 

Sherpa
Sino-Tibetan Nepal scp

OL Kalasha Indo-European Pakistan kls
OL Karbi Sino-Tibetan India mjw
OL Parauk Wa Austro-Asiatic Myanmar prk
OL São Paulo 

Kaingáng
Jean Brazil zkp

OL Upper Ta’oih Austro-Asiatic Laos tth
OL Western Katu Austro-Asiatic Laos kuf

3. ON Southern 
Paiwan

Austronesian Taiwan pwn

4. OO Tolowa Eyak-Athabaskan USA tol
OO {Tz’utujil, 

Eastern}
Mayan Guatemala tzj

5. OG,NG Angataaha Trans-New 
Guinea

Papua New 
Guinea

agm

OG,NG Kenyang Niger-Congo Cameroon ken
OG,NG {Silayacoapan 

Mixtec}
Oto-Manguean Mexico mks

6. OG,OL Bukiyip 
(Arapesh)

Torricelli Papua New 
Guinea

ape

OG,OL Khmu’ Austro-Asiatic Laos kjg
OG,OL Uru Torricelli Papua New 

Guinea
uri
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OG,OL {Kri(n)kati-
Timbira}

Jean Brazil xri

OG,OL {Kukatj(a)} Pama-Nyungan Australia kux
7. OL,NL Eastern Katu Austro-Asiatic Viet Nam ktv

OL,NL Isirawa Tor-Kwerba Indonesia srl
OL,NL Kaingang Jean Brazil kgp
OL,NL Ngarinyin Worrorran Australia ung
OL,NL Yanomámi Yanomaman Brazil wca
OL,NL {Araki} Austronesian Vanuatu akr
OL,NL {Kemtuik} Nimboran Indonesia kmt

8. OL,ON Kaliai-Kove 
(Lusi)

Austronesian Papua New 
Guinea

khl

OL,ON Kokota Austronesian Solomon 
Islands

kkk

9. OL,OO Koya Dravidian India kff
OL,OO {Tshangla} Sino-Tibetan Bhutan tsj

10. OG,NG,LG Ga’dang Austronesian Philippines gdg
OG,NG,LG Western 

Parbate Kham
Sino-Tibetan Nepal kjl

OG,NG,LG {Kiluba} Niger-Congo Democratic 
Republic
of the 
Congo

lub

11. OG,NG,OL Abun isolate Indonesia kgr
OG,NG,OL Bisu Sino-Tibetan China bzi
OG,NG,OL Isthmus 

Zapotec
Otomanguaen Mexico zai

OG,NG,OL {Boiken} Sepik Papua New 
Guinea

bzf

OG,NG,OL {Khün} Tai-Kadai Myanmar kkh
OG,NG,OL {Zaiwa} Sino-Tibetan China atb

12. OG,OL,NL {Krahô} Jean Brazil xra
OG,OL,NL {Krenak} Botocudoan Brazil kqq

13. OG,OL,ON {Mian} Trans-New 
Guinea

Papua New 
Guinea

mpt

14. OG,OL,OO Hixkaryana Cariban Brazil hix
OG,OL,OO Manambu Sepik Papua New 

Guinea
mle
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15. OL,NL,OO Garo Sino-Tibetan India grt
OL,NL,OO {Kaulong} Austronesian Papua New 

Guinea
pss

16. OL,ON,OO Papantla 
Totonac

Totonacan Mexico top

OL,ON,OO Yurok Algic USA yur
OL,ON,OO {Kei} Austronesian Indonesia kei

17. OG,NG,LG,GG Ipulo Niger-Congo Cameroon ass
OG,NG,LG,GG Kamba Niger-Congo Kenya kam
OG,NG,LG,GG Shilluk Nilo-Saharan Sudan shk
OG,NG,LG,GG {Gbari} Niger-Congo Nigeria gby
OG,NG,LG,GG {Kasem} Niger-Congo Burkina 

Faso
xsm

OG,NG,LG,GG {Ndali} Niger-Congo Tanzania ndh
18. OG,NG,LG,OL Karen (Bwe) Sino-Tibetan Myanmar bwe

OG,NG,LG,OL Kashmiri Indo-European India kas
OG,NG,LG,OL Kensiu Austro-Asiatic Malaysia kns
OG,NG,LG,OL Piaroa Sino-Tibetan Viet Nam phh
OG,NG,LG,OL Wakhi Carib Brazil waw
OG,NG,LG,OL {Dhanwar} Indo-European Nepal dhw
OG,NG,LG,OL {Gamale 

Kham}
Sino-Tibetan Nepal kgj

OG,NG,LG,OL {Tiv} Austronesian Papua New 
Guinea

tpz

OG,NG,LG,OL {Western 
Kayah Li}

Sino-Tibetan Myanmar kyu

OG,NG,LG,OL {Yukpa} Cariban Venezuela yup
19. OG,NG,LG,OO Northern 

Dong (Kam)
Tai-Kadai China doc

20. OG,NG,OL,ON Qawasqar Kaweskaran Chile alc
21. OG,NG,OL,OO Chambri Ramu-Lower 

Sepik
Papua New 
Guinea

can

OG,NG,OL,OO {Balochi} Indo-European Pakistan bgp, 
bcc, 
bgn

22. OG,NG,ON,OO Northern 
Pame

Oto-Manguean Mexico pmq

23. OG,OL,ON,OO Chamicuro Maipurean Peru ccc
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OG,OL,ON,OO Dutch Indo-European Netherlands nld
OG,OL,
ON,OO

Muniche isolate Peru myr

OG,OL,
ON,OO

Norwegian Indo-European Norway nob

OG,OL,
ON,OO

{Koasati} Muskogean USA cku

24. OG,NG,LG,
OL,NL

Manange Sino-Tibetan Nepal nmm

OG,NG,LG,
OL,NL

Nar Phu Sino-Tibetan Nepal npa

OG,NG,LG,
OL,NL

{Kamasau} Torricelli Papua New 
Guinea

kms

25. OG,NG,LG,
OL,OO

{Kinnauri} Sino-Tibetan India kfk

26. OG,NG,OL,
ON,OO

Songjiang Austronesian Indonesia wuu

OG,NG,OL,
ON,OO

Teribe Chibchan Panama tfr

OG,NG,OL,
ON,OO

{English} Indo-European United 
Kingdom

eng

27. OG,NG,LG,
GG,OL,NL

Karen (Pho; 
Pwo Western)

Sino-Tibetan Myanmar pwo

28. OG,NG,LG,
OL,NL,ON

Abau Sepik Papua New 
Guinea

aau

29. OG,NG,LG,
OL,ON,OO

Havasupai Hokan USA yuf

OG,NG,LG,
OL,ON,OO

Kairiru Austronesian Papua New 
Guinea

kxa

30. OG,NG,OL,
NL,ON,OO

{Kannada} Dravidian India kan

31. OG,OL,NL,
ON,NN,OO

Modern 
Hebrew

Semitic Israel heb

32. OG,NG,LG,OL,
NL,ON,NN,OO

Croatian Indo-European Croatia hrv

The sample of 93 languages listed here is not necessarily balanced, but their 
distribution does not give the impression of any obvious bias. To the degree 
that they represent the prototypical linguistic situation, we can get a glimpse 
of the average language in terms of the number of different cluster types 
exhibited in onset position in each case:
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N (number of languages included in this appendix):  93
mean number of different cluster types per language:  3.2
95% confidence interval for mean:  .31
median:  3
mode:  4

So about one half of the languages in this subset of my data have exactly 3 
or 4 cluster types (45 of the 93 cases).

Appendix 2: Extending the analysis, and accounting for reversed 
sonority clusters

The generalization of my findings in Table 2 is that the set of possible onset 
clusters in any language comes from one or more of the following continua. 
But within each continuum, there can be no skipping of less marked clusters 
(those having a greater SD).

Table 3: The Minimum Distance to Offset (MDO) model [repeated from 
above]

3 2 1 0 (sonority distance)

glide offset 
continuum

OG ≻ NG ≻ LG ≻ GG

liquid offset 
continuum

OL ≻ NL ≻ LL

nasal offset 
continuum

ON ≻ NN

obstruent offset 
continuum

OO

Concerning universal markedness, two claims are made. First, the greater 
the SD between the members of a cluster, the more harmonic (preferred) 
it is. This is the left-to-right dimension. In addition, the greater the relative 
sonority of the offset consonant (C2), the less marked a cluster is (top to 
bottom). These facts coincides with the statistical results of frequency in my 
database (example (10) above):
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OG > OL > NG > LG > NL > ON > GG > LL
number of 
languages

129 111 95 69 47 40 15 8

sonority 
distance

3 2 2 1 1 1 0 0

Vartan Haghverdi (p.c.) made an interesting observation based on his 
question to me after my talk: this two-dimensional evaluation of cluster 
types is similar to the periodic table of elements in chemistry. What if we try 
to quantify this? Suppose for each cluster we multiply the SD (horizontal 
rows) by the sonority index of the offset consonant (vertical columns). This 
would give us the following products:

OG

12

NG

8

LG

4

GG

0

numbers = SD x offset

OL

6

NL

3

LL

0

ON

2

NN

0

OO

0

These rankings more or less follow my statistical frequencies, but might 
need to be tweaked in order to get OL to come out higher than NG (currently 
6 vs. 8). One possibility along these lines is that OL is preferred over NG 
since OL is the left-most type in its continuum (liquid offsets). That is, OL 
can exist by itself in a language, without any other clusters. But NG is in 
the second rank (position) of its respective continuum (glides offsets), since 
it entails the simultaneous existence of OG in any specific language. In 
other words, NG can never be the only cluster type in a system, whereas OL 
can. So perhaps rank ordering each cluster on its respective continuum can 
provide a way for OL to defeat NG numerically, when factored together with 
the SDs in some way.
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We could easily expand this model to encompass the remaining cluster types 
(sonority reversals). Since all distances are technically non-negative in a 
mathematical sense, I make a minor terminological adjustment here and 
refer to sonority differentials instead.

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3
sum of

differentials

mean of

differentials
OG NG LG GG 6 1.5

OL NL LL GL 2 0.5

ON NN LN GN -2 -0.5

OO NO LO GO -6 -1.5

We now have a numerical basis for the preference of glide offsets over liquid 
offsets in general: the sum of the whole glide offset family (continuum) is 6 
vs. just 2 for liquid offsets. In other words, the average glide offset cluster 
has a sonority difference of 1.5, whereas the average liquid offset cluster 
scores just 0.5 in terms of SD. Another way of looking at this is that when 
the offset is a glide, there are three possible cluster types with an unmarked 
sonority slope (rise): OG, NG, and LG. But with liquid offsets, there are only 
two core (rising) clusters: OL and NL. So by the sheer law of probabilities, 
glide offsets should be more frequent than liquid consonants in C2 position, 
all else being equal. And a fortiori glides are better than nasal and obstruent 
offsets, for the same reasons.

In §7 above I give a partial set of stringency constraints to handle the rising 
and plateau clusters. This could easily be expanded to include reversals as 
well. The full set would be the following:

*{GG},     *{GG,LG}, *{GG,LG,NG}, *{GG,LG,NG,OG}

*{GL},     *{GL,LL}, *{GL,LL,NL}, *{GL,LL,NL,OL}

*{GN},     *{GN,LN}, *{GN,LN,NN}, *{GN,LN,NN,ON}

*{GO},     *{GO,LO}, *{GO,LO,NO}, *{GO,LO,NO,OO}


